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Pix the Cat now available for Mac and Linux, and -20% special offer! [2]

Developed by the French studio Pastagames, who created the excellent Rayman Jungle Run
among many others, Pix the Cat has been positively received by the press (80% Metacritic),
winning over 1 million players since its release on PlayStation 4, PlayStation Vita, and PC.

Retro Style Arcade Game 'Pix The Cat' Now Available For Linux On Steam [3]

Unleash your inner blue cat on Linux and Mac starting today [4]

Three Amazing Linux Games Released Last Week That You Should Play [5]

The last week of March has been very interesting for the Linux users. Quite a few games have
been released in the span of just a few days, but there are three among them that warrant a
little bit more attention.

nsuds: A text-based tour-de-force [6]

But nsuds manages to take that simple game and turn it into a text-based tour-de-force. If you
remember my list of high points for text-based software from the start of this year, nsuds

manages to hit everything ? cleanly, and with considerable authority too.

Humble Indie Bundle 14 Is Out, Outlast & Shadow Warrior New To Linux [7]

Well, I was writing up both Outlast & Shadow warrior, then I checked my twitter feed
and...dayam! Outlast & Shadow warrior are both now on Linux and in the brand new Humble
Indie Bundle 14, what a day!

AIRLINE TYCOON DELUXE Released On GOG For Linux [8]

The dated (but still good) simulation game is now available DRM free from GOG. The Linux
version only appeared on Steam in December, so GOG are only 4 months later on this one.

Mark of the Ninja 2D Stealth Action Game Now on Steam for Linux with 75% Discount[9]

Mark of the Ninja is a 2D action stealth game developed by Klei Entertainment and published
by Microsoft Studios. The Steam for Linux version is now available for purchase with a 75%
discount.

Star Citizen For Linux Is Being Held Up By Crytek [10]

In a very recent video from Star Citizen's Chris Roberts, he outlines what's going on with the
Linux version, and sadly the news right now isn't too healthy. It's not all doom and gloom, but
it doesn't sound like we will be able to play it any time soon.

Queensland-developed Hands Off! now available on PC, Mac, Linux [11]
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